Acute alteration of emotional behaviour in epileptic seizures is related to transient desynchrony in emotion-regulation networks.
During focal epileptic seizures, patients may express intense agitation, screaming and facial expressions of rage, fear or anger. The precise anatomical origin of such intense ictal emotional behaviour is not fully understood and the mechanisms by which the epileptic discharges provoke these phenomena are unknown. In the present study, we analysed the neurophysiological mechanisms underlying ictal emotional behaviour in 3 patients with frontal lobe epilepsies undergoing intracerebral recordings for presurgical evaluation. We analyzed the interactions between regions forming 'emotional networks', before and during behavioural alterations. Intracerebral recordings (SEEG method) of seizures from 3 patients presenting with frontal lobe seizures were analyzed. A nonlinear measure of SEEG signal interdependencies was used to evaluate the functional couplings occurring between brain structures. We found that these intense emotional alterations were associated with a decrease of synchrony between signals recorded from the neural networks known to be involved in emotional processing, and in particular a loss of synchrony between the orbito-frontal cortex and the amygdala. This disruption of functional connections could then result in the disruption of emotional regulation leading to the release of altered behaviour, as observed in epileptic patients during seizures. We propose that the occurrence of intense ictal emotional behaviour disturbance in frontal lobe seizures is related to a disruption of the normal mechanisms of emotional regulation These results provide some insight into our understanding of the pathophysiological processes involved in human partial epilepsies as well as in the interpretation of clinical semiology.